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Planes 2 (2014 film) Planes (Hot Wheels) Planes: Fire & Rescue (2013) Planes: Fire & Rescue (2013 film) - Streaming Watch. Plot While trying to make up with Rusty, Dusty is abducted by the evil earl of Max Pringle (voiced by Frank Welker) and mistaken for the enemy of Max's career. Rusty, Nick, and Lester steal the file number 6 from the museum and re-create an exact replica of the plane that will help convince people that Max has no power over
them and that they should be free to fly for the first time in their lives. Meanwhile, back in the real plane, the plane made a run to its airport, only for a thief named Rebecca (voiced by Tia Mowry) to steal the loot from the museum after the museum official was distracted. Rebecca forces the plane to land. While attempting to run away, Rusty accidentally hits his head on a beacon, and he loses his memory. Lester and Nick are also kidnapped by Rebecca, and
are forced to take Rusty to the airport. The thieves use Dusty to distract the guards, but after Copper and Copper II lose their minds when Rusty's presence makes them think that they are back on the runway, the thieves leave. Rusty's adoptive parents try to convince him that he should not fly again because of the dangers involved. However, Rusty remembers what Dusty did to save him, and he wishes to rescue the other boy so that he can fly, a wish that his

parents can not refuse. Rusty discovers that the only way to get to the airport is to crash-land near the airport, and he, Nick, and Lester fly to the runway, where they find Rebecca, who has kidnapped Buck, Copper, and Copper II. Rebecca tricks Rusty into believing that his safety is at stake and that he must remain on the ground, but the thieves are upset at Rusty for his actions. Rusty escapes, but is captured by the thieves. He, Nick, and Lester continue to try
to rescue Copper and Copper II. Rebecca finds a bomb in her pocket and uses it to divert the thieves away from her, allowing Copper and Copper II to escape. The thieves order Buck to get Rebecca and Rusty away from the bomb, which backfires when Rusty reveals that he is responsible for attaching the bomb. The thieves abandon the plane, and Rusty and his friends
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